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The History of Approximation Theory: From Euler to BernsteinBirkhauser, 2005
The problem of approximating a given quantity is one of the oldest challenges faced by mathematicians. Its increasing importance in contemporary mathematics has created an entirely new area known as Approximation Theory. The modern theory was initially developed along two divergent schools of thought: the Eastern or Russian group, employing...
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Business Creativity: Breaking the Invisible BarriersPalgrave Macmillan, 2005

Many companies and organizations have found it difficult to develop creative skills. The authors argue that while individuals have inherent creativity there are a number of assassins or barriers that block individual creative development. This bold new approach to creativity enhancement will focus upon how to remove barriers and create...
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Mastering OpenLDAP: Configuring, Securing and Integrating Directory ServicesPackt Publishing, 2007
This book is the ideal introduction to using OpenLDAP for Application Developers and will also benefit System Administrators running OpenLDAP. It prepares the reader to build a directory using OpenLDAP, and then employ this directory in the context of the network, taking a practical approach that emphasizes how to get things done. On occasion, it...
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Principles of Partial Differential Equations (Problem Books in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
This concise book covers the classical tools of PDE theory used in today's science and engineering: characteristics, the wave propagation, the Fourier method, distributions, Sobolev spaces, fundamental solutions, and Green's functions. The approach is problem-oriented, giving the reader an opportunity to master solution techniques. The...
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Ubiquitous Multimedia ComputingCRC Press, 2009
Computing is ubiquitous and if you think otherwise, that in itself might be the best evidence that it is so. Computers are omnipresent in modern life and the multimedia computing environment of today is becoming more and more seamless.

Bringing together contributions from dozens of leading experts, Ubiquitous Multimedia...
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Breakthrough Strategic IT and Process PlanningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	This book is the first publication that combines the principles of business process management with strategic IT planning; the result being a groundbreaking work on strategic IT and process planning. While Breakthrough Strategic IT and Process Planning focuses on the real world of organizations, extensive treatment is also devoted to the...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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New Perspectives on Microsoft Excel 2010: Brief (New Perspectives)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that
	Microsoft Office 2010 has to offer.


	In developing the New Perspectives Series, our goal was to create books that give students
	the software...
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Society and Health: Sociology for Health ProfessionalsSpringer, 2003

	The publication of Society and Health: Sociology for Health Professionals represents the results of an information-gathering process that has extended over a 30-year career as a health professional. It reflects a determination to frame medical sociology as a multidisciplinary endeavor that must, of necessity, draw information from a wide...
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VLSI Design: A Practical Guide for FPGA and ASIC Implementations (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2011

	This book provides insight into the practical design of V.L.S.I. circuits. It is aimed at novice V.L.S.I. designers and other enthusiasts who would like to understand V.L.S.I. design flows. Coverage includes key concepts in C.M.O.S. digital design, design of D.S.P. and communication blocks on F.P.G.A.s, A.S.I.C. front end and physical design,...
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CEH: Certified Ethical Hacker Version 8 Study GuideSybex, 2014

	Prepare for the new Certified Ethical Hacker version 8 exam with this Sybex guide


	Security professionals remain in high demand. The Certified Ethical Hacker is a one-of-a-kind certification designed to give the candidate a look inside the mind of a hacker. This study guide provides a concise, easy-to-follow approach that...
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Beginning HibernateApress, 2014

	Beginning Hibernate, Third Edition is ideal if you’re experienced in Java with databases (the traditional, or "connected," approach), but new to open-source, lightweight Hibernate, a leading object-relational mapping and database-oriented application development framework.


	This book packs in information...
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